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Abstract
The primary water sources of twenty million people in Bangladesh are contaminated with arsenic; almost
sixty percent of population does not have access to electricity, and close to ninety percent of the
population cooks with solid fuels. These statistics have severe health and development implications for
Bangladesh. Polygeneration technology is being developed that can address all of these issues with a single
system, by utilizing the exhaust heat from a biogas electricity generator to remove arsenic from water via
membrane distillation and using excess biogas as a cooking fuel. History is full of stories of investment in
developing countries gone horribly wrong. Thorough market research and analysis can help prevent that
in the future.
This thesis demonstrates the process of determining beneficial components of business models for the
deployment of polygeneration technology in Bangladesh. This involves understanding the existing
business models used for providing rural services in Bangladesh and assessing which of these models
would be more sustainable for biogas based polygeneration systems within the socio-economic and
institutional context of rural Bangladesh.
This is achieved through the development of a set of sustainability indicators and an interview
questionnaire for providers of rural services in Bangladesh, which was applied during a field study in early
2013. The sustainability indicator scores were calculated and analyzed in the context of strategic
management tools, such as the Business Model Canvas. The combination of the quantitative and
qualitative aspects of these case studies highlights crucial business model elements.
Based on the results of the sustainability indicators for the field sites included in the study, community and
cooperative business models provide a sustainable structure for the multiple products and inputs inherent
in a polygeneration system. They have the ability to reach a wider customer base and are not focused on
maximizing their profit, but still make reasonable economic choices.
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1 Introduction
1.1 The issue
The People's Republic of Bangladesh is a predominantly Muslim densely populated country of 161 million
people in South Asia and is bordered by India and Burma. Forty-five percent of the labor force works in
agriculture, yet this sector brings in less that 19% of the nation’s Gross Domestic Product! (CIA, 2012).
GDP per capita is around 1700 US dollars or 138083 Bangladeshi takas. The primary agricultural products
are paddy rice, potatoes and sugarcane and livestock including goats and poultry (FAO, 2012).
Bangladesh is densely populated and much of the country is subject to annual flooding, which is one
factor that hinders the expansion of infrastructure and economic development.
Bangladesh faces daily electricity shortfalls and plans to increase supply with the construction of a coal
plant and two nuclear plants (BBC, 2012), each of which have potentially significant environmental
impacts and will take years to come online. Currently, almost 90% of the electricity is produced from
domestic natural gas, which is not renewable, but is generally considered cleaner than both coal and
nuclear. While 80% of the population has access to improved water sources, only 41% have access to
electricity (World Bank, 2012). The Rural Electrification Board of Bangladesh’s goal is to provide a quality
and uninterruptible power supply to all by 2020. They work primarily with international aid funding and
solar systems, but greater dissemination of biogas could make great strides towards reaching this target,
considering the current state and cost related to the transmission and distribution network. In Bangladesh,
having access to electricity does not necessarily mean that one can flip the light switch on at any moment.
There is insufficient power supplied to the grid, so some everyday some customers experience hours of
load shedding, time when electricity is not directed to their connection.
The primary water sources of an estimated 20 million Bangladeshis have naturally occurring arsenic levels
that exceed national and WHO guidelines. Arsenic contaminated water can cause skin lesions and many
types of cancer. As of 2008, just over half of the tube wells in Bangladesh had been tested for arsenic and
almost 30% of those tested showed a significant level. (UNICEF, 2008) Additionally, saltwater intrusion
and high levels of iron in easily accessible water in some regions further complicate efforts to improve
access to acceptable drinking water. Techniques to avoid or remove these contaminants are often energy
intensive, requiring pumping clean water over a great distance to reach a community, digging of new tube
wells, or the creation of a pressure gradient to drive the water though a filter or membrane.
The Heat and Power division at KTH has been developing biogas polygeneration technology along with a
few partner enterprises. Polygeneration refers to a system that has at least three outputs, one of which is a
usable form of energy. Often these systems have multiple inputs. The key idea behind polygeneration is to
capitalize on flows that would usually be regarded as waste.
Biogas is the mixture of methane, carbon dioxide, and some trace gases such as H2S, which results from
anaerobic digestion, the decomposition of organic matter in the absence of oxygen, due to the conversion
of carbon by methanogens, microorganisms that produce methane. Biogas can be directly combusted and
used as a fuel or upgraded to biomethane. Many wastes are suitable for use in anaerobic digesters, such as
livestock dung, household vegetable wastes, wastes from restaurants and organic industrial scraps. Each
feedstock produces biogas at different rates and requires slightly different conditions for optimal
operations. Other parameters that can affect biogas generation rates include temperature, which microbes
are present, and digester design. (Steinhauser & Deublein, 2008)
This specific polygeneration system is comprised of a generator that runs off of biogas to produce
electricity. The waste heat from this generator is then used to provide the energy gradient necessary to run
a membrane distillation process, which removes arsenic and other contaminants from water. Additionally,
excess biogas can be used as a clean cooking fuel for households and businesses. One potential
configuration of the system is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 A schematic of one biogas polygeneration configuration (Khan, 2013)

1.2 Aims and scope
The aim of this project is to examine different business models and ownership structures for providing
rural services that are already in place in Bangladesh and assess their suitability for the deployment of this
polygeneration system by uncovering the values promoted by each business model. The ownership
structures considered include private, cooperative, and community-based models.
This project does not investigate the technical specifications related to developing a polygeneration
system. Work has already been conducted in other areas of this polygeneration venture and is currently
being conducted by other graduate students. Two masters students conducted feasibility assessments to
determine if two Bangladeshi villages each produced enough biomass to sustain a village-scale
polygeneration system. Other students are working on technical simulations and financial calculations.
Project partners are designing the membrane systems and considering the type of anaerobic digester that is
most appropriate for the project.
Private enterprises have a single entity that is the owner and have an objective of making a profit.
Cooperative models are characterized by members bring their resources together regularly for the mutual
benefit of all the members who are contributing. These differ from community models in that typically a
community may invest together at the beginning, but once the infrastructure is in place, user fees would
sustain the model.

2 The project
This project consisted of four phases: preparation for a field study in Bangladesh, the time spent in
Bangladesh, evaluating the data that were gathered, and considering the results to create recommendations
for the next steps of the project.
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2.1 Preparation
In order to finance the field study, an application was submitted and accepted to the Minor Field Studies
program at KTH. The program is administered by KTH’s International Relations department and funded
by Sida, the Swedish international development agency. The grant covered the necessary visa,
transportation and living expenses in Bangladesh, medications and vaccinations, and gifts to give the
hosts. The program also covered important guidelines for conducting fieldwork in developing countries.
A literature review was conducted to gain a comprehensive understanding of the structures in place for
delivering rural energy systems in developing countries. This included an exploration of rural
electrification schemes, primarily in Southern Asia, and metrics that have been developed to assess the
efficacy of rural electrification.
Considering the information gathered, a set of sustainability indicators was developed based on those
created by Ilskog (2008) in order to assess the long-term viability of projects. These indicators spanned the
three traditional sustainability dimensions: Environment, Society and Economics and included two other
dimensions: Technical and Organizational. Ilskog’s indicators were modified to become applicable to any
energy service, not just electricity, and some original indicators were created. The method for calculating
the value of each indicator was determined and then reviewed bearing in mind what information would be
available in the field. The initial set of indicators and their values can be found in Sub-appendix A1:
Original Indicators.
Properties of Business Model Canvasses were explored. The Business Model Canvas is a tool established
by Alexander Osterwalder as a business development tool. It allows an entrepreneur to visualize
components of a business model in order to identify weaknesses or anticipate the effect an alteration may
have. Each canvas is divided into nine blocks: Key Partners, Key Activities, Key Resources, Value
Propositions, Channels, Customer Segments, Cost Structure and Revenue Streams, each of which has a
series of questions to guide the information that goes into the block. (Osterwalder, 2010)
A questionnaire to be used during interviews with rural energy providers was constructed. Its questions
were intended to yield the necessary information to evaluate the indicators, complete a Business Model
Canvas for each service provider, and provide other useful information about business practices.
Appendix B contains the questionnaire and a guide to which indicator or Business Model Canvas block
each question corresponds. Both the indicators and questionnaire were reviewed and improved in
consultation with the company tutor.
Contact was made with the partner organization in Bangladesh, Grameen Shakti, in order to arrange a
letter of support, to explain the scope of the project and request their help in identifying which sites to
visit for the field study. Cursory research was done on the internet to identify some potential field sites to
visit; however, this is mostly left to be decided in Bangladesh at a meeting with Grameen Shakti. The aim
was to identify sites that produce and sell biogas to the surrounding community. Larger sites are
considered more desirable.
Additional preparation included arranging transportation and lodging in Dhaka, researching general travel
guidelines and customs for the region, and obtaining the necessary visas, vaccinations and anti-malarial
medication.

2.2 Field study: Site visits and informational meetings
Upon arrival in Dhaka, Bangladesh a meeting with Grameen Shakti was held to discuss the status of rural
electrification in Bangladesh and determine some potential sites to visit. At this meeting, the Grameen
Shakti employees were adamant that there were no energy cooperatives in Bangladesh, which was
surprising, but it was decided to visit some other sites and see if any could be found later. A doctoral
student on the project at KTH, Ershad Kahn who is originally from Bangladesh, dealt with the logistics,
scheduling, and translated the survey questions and answers.
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Working in tandem with Grameen Shakti’s field offices and
SEED Bangla, a private agricultural company that connects
farmers services that help them expand their businesses,
several privately owned small and medium sized poultry
farms with anaerobic digesters were visited. At these sites
the biogas was used generate electricity during times when
the national electric grid could not meet demand (load
shedding) and sold to neighbors as a cooking fuel. The sites
had laying hens and did not raise chickens for meat. The
structure of the hens’ cages makes collection of their
droppings relatively easy.
Several of the poultry farms had been hit by avian flu, so
they were not operating at capacity. Some had to curtail
their cooking gas distribution services, while others
sacrificed running their generators during load shedding, in
order to keep their customers happy. In addition to
conducting formal interviews at poultry farms, roundtable Figure 2 Meeting locations in Bangladesh
discussions were held over tea with farmers who were met
along the way and were interested in the work being done.

Figure 3 One of two industrial biogas stoves at Faridpur Muslim Mission

After visits privately owned poultry
farms with modest anaerobic
digesters, arrangements were made
to visit Faridpur Muslim Mission, an
orphanage, training center and
madrasah. In 2003, the Mission
completed construction of a UNDP
funded poultry farm with two threestory chicken houses and two 50 m3
anaerobic digesters. The biogas is
used to cook for over 600 orphans
every day and to run a generator
during load shedding. As all of the
biogas is consumed within the
mission and the students contribute
to working on the farm, when they
are not in class, the biogas operation
at the mission is considered to be a
cooperative business model.

While in Faridpur, the Research Center for Kitchen Waste to Compost and Biogas was visited. Practical
Action, an international development charity based in the United Kingdom, established this site in 2006
and transferred to the stewardship of the municipality in 2010. The municipality has a contract with the
Welfare Organization for the Rural Disabled to manage the household waste of some 2000 residencies in
the area. Households pay 30 to 60 Taka each month to have their waste collected by bicycle. Some of the
waste is brought to the Research Center, but the majority is taken to a land dump. The materials that are
brought to the Research Center are sorted. The organic materials are placed into the 6.8 m3 anaerobic
digester or composted in troughs. Some things that have value in the recyclables market are removed and
the rest of the materials are taken to the land dump. The biogas is distributed for free to four nearby
households and the compost is bagged and sold. The slurry from the anaerobic digester was placed into
the compost troughs. Since the municipality administers this site, it is considered a community business
model.
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The Officer and Staff Housing Society of
Jahangirnagar University worked with Japan
International Cooperation Agency to build a solid
waste management facility. The household waste
collected by bicycle and sorted. The recyclables
are sold, the organic material is placed in
anaerobic digesters, and the remainder is
disposed of in an engineered dump. The
members of this housing society pay to have their
refuse collected and pay again to use the biogas
that is generated from it as a cooking fuel. Two
hundred households have their garbage collected, Figure 4 Biogas distribution lines for cooking at the JNU
but only about half will have access to biogas for Housing Society
cooking.
A meeting was held with employees of BRAC’s water and sanitation department to discuss the possibility
of working with them to disseminate the polygeneration system. BRAC was previously known as the
Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee, but now implements development projects in eleven
countries. BRAC’s projects have a community focus, employing local resources and project governance.
(BRAC, 2013)
Five BRAC employees explained the current approaches for improving the water supply in Bangladesh
and the challenges they face. Some cases are simple and they can just dig proper deep-tube wells; however,
in some areas the water is too brackish or has too many contaminants, they must build larger
infrastructure such as a reverse osmosis plant or filtration towers. The largest obstacles faced by BRAC’s
water and sanitation projects are due to the power system in Bangladesh. There is a shortage of electricity,
so the government has forbidden any new connections to the grid to be made. BRAC has built a reverse
osmosis plant in the southeast of the country, but it has not produced water, because they are not allowed
to connect to electricity. At sites where there is an existing electrical connection, the availability of power
can be sporadic.
After this meeting, a visit was arranged to one of the villages where one of their successful water,
sanitation, and hygiene projects had been implemented. The village of Gopalnaor has constructed several
sanitary latrines and a water treatment and distribution system. 309 taps were installed at 296 houses,
businesses, and community centers. A water council consisting of community members oversees the
project and the very
poor members of the
community do not
have to pay a fee for
their
water.
The
community had to
raise ten percent of
the capital cost of the
project, but BRAC set
that money aside for
future repairs. The
community
seems
delighted with their
water service, but the
project has some
flaws. BRAC state that
water councils have a
Figure 5 A contaminated tube well (left) and new water spigot (right)
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majority of female member; however, only two of the thirteen members are women. The water was tested
for contaminants before the treatment system was built and soon after it began operating, but has not
been tested in the two years since. This water treatment facility had issues getting an electrical connection
when it was built, so the operator knew the employees of the local rural electrification cooperative,
Comilla Palli Bidyut Samity (PBS), and arranged an interview with them. Members pay a fee to get
connected to the grid and then pay subsidized rates for electricity, when it is available.
The PBS has by far the largest energy impact of all of the sites included in this survey, but so much of
their business is out of their control. The prices that each PBS in Bangladesh can charge is set by the Rural
electrification board, as are the amount and schedule of available electricity. The Comilla PBS is
appreciably behind on paying back their 30-year loan and they do know when or how they will catch back
up.
In hopes of getting a better idea of how Bangladesh’s largest cooperative worked, a spontaneous visit was
made to the Milk Vita distribution center in Dhaka. The manger was very welcoming and explained the
structure of the cooperative. Farmers bring milk to their local primary society, who transports the milk to
the factory, which is run by the secondary society. The Secondary society pays the primary society for the
milk and also provides services like free veterinary care, cow loans and subsidized cattle feed to the
members of the primary society, who also share the profits from the sale of the milk. Enough information
was given that it was determined that a visit to their secondary and primary society levels could benefit the
study. A few days later a factory tour and meetings with the factory director and society director at the
Bhagbari Milk Vita factory was arranged. While on the premises, several farmers who were delivering their
milk to the factory were spoken to in mini-interviews. This was a little hectic, because everyone was very
interested in seeing the visitors. In advance of this excursion, the survey had to be tweaked to
accommodate non-energy services; the modified survey can be found in Sub-Appendix A2.
After visiting the factory, a member of a nearby Milk Vita primary society was interviewed on his farm,
which has an 80 m3 anaerobic digester that was financed by the Rural Development Agency as part of a
comprehensive water, gas and electricity project. Due to the role of this site in the primary society, it was
determined to be a cooperative site, even though the biogas was sold directly to the neighbors. This
farmer was a big believer in biogas and was using less than a third of the biomass he had available in his
digester, so he is eager to expand. He dreams of converting biogas to CNG and placing a filling station on
his property, as this area of Bangladesh regularly faces a shortage of natural gas. This was the only biogas
system that was visited that had a pressure gauge or any sort of monitoring device.
Several of the sites that were found on the internet, which claimed to have large anaerobic digesters or
hybrid micro-grid systems, were only in the planning or construction stages and were not yet operational
or had already shut down. Despite this, by talking to the project partners and making new connections,
enough visits were made to get a good picture of the influences on the rural services markets.

2.3 Data Methods and Results
2.3.1 Qualitative
Upon returning from Bangladesh all of the notes and interviews from the trip were summarized and a
profile of each site and partner organization was created. The table in Appendix C was created to visualize
and compare what data were available for each site; this was the first step in processing and
comprehending the information contained in the notes from over twenty interviews. All of the transcripts
from the field study were also summarized in a fifteen-page trip report as a reference for other members
of the polygeneration project.
Afterwards, Business Model Canvases were created for each site based on the responses to the
questionnaire and the experience at each site. Most of the questions to fill in the blocks were asked
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Afterwards, Business Model Canvases were created for each site based on the responses to the
questionnaire and the experience at each site. Most of the questions to fill in the blocks were asked
directly; however, some relied on observation. These canvases are found in Appendix D and when looked
at together, bring to light distinctions between the business model types.
Subsequently, the flow charts in Appendix E were created to illustrate the business transactions associated
with each type of enterprise that was visited. For the biogas plants, general charts were made for each
feedstock type, since that is the main driver of daily financial transactions.
Appendix F contains the SWOT matrices used to analyze the pros, cons, and vulnerabilities of each
feedstock. SWOT stands for strengths, weakness, opportunities, and threats and understanding these
aspects of a project in conjunction with one another can be a valuable method for understanding risks.
2.3.2 Quantitative
As the actual data available in the field did not match the necessary data to calculate all of the indicators,
the table in Appendix C was used to identify what information was not available and which indicators
needed to be modified or eliminated. A further obstacle was that the sites spanned not only various energy
carriers, biogas and electricity as originally projected, but also totally different sectors of rural services
including dairy and improved water. Because of this some indicators, such as price per kWh and efficiency
had to be removed. Additionally, some sites did not have complete data, so they were also removed. Due
to the elimination of several of the planned indicators, the sustainability dimensions were reduced from
the initial five to the standard three: environmental, economic and social. This was done in consultation
with the advisor on the project, an ECS doctoral student. The final indicators, their methods and
justifications can be found in Sub-Appendix A2.
Once the values were calculated for each indicator, the ten sites were ranked within each indicator, with 10
being the most desirable indicator value and 1 being least. In the case of a tie, the average value of the
places the tied sites occupied was used. For example, if three sites tied for the best result, they would each
be awarded 9 points and the next best site would receive 7. The results for each dimension can be found
in Tables 1-3. The color gradients in the tables represent the desirability of the scores, with green being
most desirable and red being least.
To generate a total sustainability score, the score for each dimension was averaged with equal weighting,
which can be found in Table 4.
The indicator values were represented visually using radar diagrams in order to recognize if similar results
existed within each business model type. For numerical indicators, the results were normalized across all
of the sites using the following equation:
!!"#$%&'()*!!"#$% = !

!"#$%!!"#!!ℎ!!!"#$ − !"#"$%$!!"#$%!!"!!ℎ!"!!"#!$%&'(
!"#$%$!!"#$%!!"!!ℎ!"!!"#!$%&'( − !"#"$%$!!"#$%!!"!!ℎ!!!!"#!$%&'(

and then plotted. If a high score was undesirable for an indicator, like for Payback Period, 1 minus the
normalized score was used. For non-numerical indicators, responses were assigned a value between zero
and one, corresponding with their attractiveness. The outcome of this treatment for the environmental,
economic and social dimensions can be found in Figure 6a-c, Figure 7a-c, and Figure8a-c, respectively.
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Table 1 Indicator Scores for the Environmental Dimension

Private

Community

BD Green
Dewan
Mrs. Kahn's
Agro
Poultry
CDM
Credit

CO2 (tCO2e/year) 32.09
Ranking
6

Fossil
Fuel (tCO2e/year) 17.8
Displacement Ranking
10

Rajib
Poultry

JNU
HS

O&S

Cooperative
Gopalnoar
Research
Village
Centre
BRAC

Faridpur
Muslim
Mission

Comilla PBS

Rohan
Dairy Farm

35.00

24.72

29.28

843.61

0.00

56.81

19.80

0.00

73.31

7

4

5

10

2

8

3

1

9

16.43

13.14

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

8

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Recovered

0.22

0.54

0.22

0.54

3.15

2.64

0.22

0.18

0.00

1.98

Ranking

4.5

7

3

6

10

9

4.5

2

1

8

Ranking Sum
Average

20.5
6.8

23.0
7.7

15.0
5.0

15.0
5.0

24.0
8.0

15.0
5.0

16.5
5.5

9.0
3.0

6.0
2.0

21.0
7.0

Standard Deviation

2.8

1.2

2.6

1.0

3.5

3.6

2.2

1.0

1.7

2.6

DALYs

Figure 6a-c Normalized Environmental Indicator Scores for a) Private; b) Community; and c) Cooperative ownership models
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Table 2 Indicator Scores for the Economic Dimension

Private

(Years)
Ranking
Satisfaction/ Growth (level)
Potential
Rank
(%)
IRR
Ranking
(level)
Annual Auditing
Ranking
(% of capital cost)
Subsidies
Ranking
Ranking Sum
Average
Standard Deviation
Payback

BD Green Mrs.
Agro
Kahn's

Dewan
Poultry

Rajib
Poultry

6
3.5
2
5
88.29
10
M
6
4.07
5
29.5
5.9
3.3

5
5.5
2
5
18.64
8
L
2.5
0
2.5
23.5
4.7
2.8

9
2
2
5
13.09
5
L
2.5
0
2.5
17.0
3.4
1.9

5
5.5
2
5
47.88
9
L
2.5
10.65
6
28.0
5.6
3.1

Community
JN
Gopalnoar
Research
University Village Centre
O&S HS BRAC
0
4
0
9.5
7
9.5
2
2
3
5
5
9.5
9.37
0
17.25
4
1
7
H
M
M
9
6
6
100
93.17
100
9.5
8
9.5
37.0
27.0
41.5
7.4
5.4
8.3
3.9
3.3
3.7

Figure 7a-c Normalized Economic Indicator Scores for a) Private; b) Community; and c) Cooperative ownership models
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Cooperative
Faridpur
Muslim
Mission
1
8
1
1
8.78
3
H
9
91.57
7
28.0
5.6
3.8

Comilla
PBS

Rohan
Dairy Farm

Never
1
3
9.5
4.14
2
H
9
0
2.5
24.0
4.8
4.2

6
3.5
2
5
14.02
6
L
2.5
0
2.5
19.5
3.9
2.1

Table 3 Indicator Scores for the Social Dimension

Private

Low Interest Availability
Grants/Loans Ranking
(level)
Local
Ownership
Rank
(days)
Technical
Training
Rank
(%)
Population
Access
Ranking
(%)
Women
Employees
Rank
Ranking Sum
Average
Standard Deviation

BD
Dewan
Mrs. Kahn's
GreenAgro
Poultry

Rajib
Poultry

L
2
M
2.5
3
3.5
100
9.5
8
6
23.5
4.7
3.1

L
2
H
7
7
8
3.33
2
0
3
22.0
4.4
2.9

M
4
H
7
3
3.5
23.08
5
0
3
22.5
4.5
1.6

L
2
H
7
7
8
1.25
1
0
3
21.0
4.2
3.1

JN
University
O&S HS
H+
8.5
M
2.5
7
8
6
3
0
3
25.0
5.0
3.0

Community
Faridpur
Research
Muslim
Centre
Mission
H+
H+
8.5
8.5
H
H
7
7
0
0
1.5
1.5
100
66.67
9.5
7
31.25
13.33
9
7
35.5
31.0
7.1
6.2
3.3
2.7

Figure 8a-c Normalized Social Indicator Scores for a) Private; b) Community; and c) Cooperative ownership models
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Cooperative
Gopalnoar
Village BRAC
H+
8.5
H
7
14
10
73.63
8
0
3
36.5
7.3
2.6

Comilla PBS

Rohan Dairy
Farm

H
5.5
L
1
6.25
6
15.83
4
18.95
8
24.5
4.9
2.6

H
5.5
H
7
5
5
40
6
40
10
33.5
6.7
2.0

Table 4 Indicator scores averaged across the dimensions

Private

Environmental

Economic

Social

Cooperative

BD Green
Dewan
Mrs. Kahn's
Agro
Poultry

Rajib
Poultry

JNU
Gopalnoar
Research
O&S HS Village - BRAC Centre

Faridpur
Muslim
Mission

Comilla
PBS

Rohan
Dairy Farm

Sum

20.5

23

15

15

24

9

16.5

15

6

21

Average

6.8

7.7

5

5

8

3

5.5

5

2

7

Sum

29.5

28

23.5

17

37

28

41.5

27

24

19.5

Average

5.9

5.6

4.7

3.4

7.4

5.6

8.3

5.4

4.8

3.9

Sum

23.5

22.5

21

22

25

35.5

31

36.5

24.5

33.5

Average

4.7

4.5

4.2

4.4

5.0

7.1

6.2

7.3

4.9

6.7

17.4

17.8

13.9

12.8

20.4

15.7

20.0

17.7

11.7

17.6

5.8

5.9

4.6

4.3

6.8

5.2

6.7

5.9

3.9

5.9

1.1

1.6

0.4

0.8

1.6

2.1

1.5

1.2

1.6

1.7

Sum
Total
(each dimension Average
equal weighting) Standard
Deviation
Model Average

Community

5.2

6.2
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5.2

2.4 Discussion
The separation of the field sites by business structure, also led to grouping of rural services. The small and
mid-range poultry farms ended up together, as did the solid waste management sites. Therefore, the role
that the inputs play in the performance of a service provider cannot be ignored.
2.4.1 Business Structure
All of the rural services provided by the sites considered in this project are in great demand: electricity,
clean cooking fuels, safe water, and milk, so all of the companies have a good shot at continual operation,
if managed properly.
As a group private enterprises fare the worst overall, although they performed well in the environmental
dimension. It may seem surprising that they did not do better in the economics dimension except that
they do not have access to the low or no interest loans that some larger, communal, that not-for-profit
sites do and are only accountable financially to themselves, not a council or their neighbors. They do have
the three highest internal rates of return, which suggests that they are conducting business in a sensible
manner. They perform well enough environmentally because their cost-cutting use of biogas also results in
lower carbon emissions and fossil fuel consumption.
Community models performed the best overall. For the most part, they have a large consumer base,
which means reliable revenues and more lives to impact, and were created for the purpose of improving
the quality of life in an area, not as an add-on like many of the private biogas plants were.
With the exception of Comilla PBS, cooperative entities score well. They are a little inconsistent – as a
group they do not excel at a particular dimension. Comilla PBS's scores are low because they are not using
a renewable energy source and many of their business actions are not choices, so it is difficult to gain
financial control or direction. It is too big and plagued by bureaucracy.
Within the environmental division the businesses perform similarly to the other ones of the same
ownership type. Private companies excel at fossil fuel displacement, probably because this represents a
large cost that they can offset by producing their own biogas, if they have the ability to invest in a
generator. Dewan poultry used to sell cooking gas to twenty households, but once they earned enough to
purchase a generator, they began to use their gas to generate electricity when the national gird is down. To
do this they had to cut the number of household they supply gas to down to four. The cooperatives are
directed towards higher DALY reductions. Excluding the PBS, the cooperatives are larger projects with a
focus on biogas distribution; so more people are able to avoid poor indoor air conditions.
Within the social demission the business models do not really appear to have trends; the radar diagrams
are very scattered. This could suggest flaws in indicator design or simply be a reflection of the
amalgamation of different services that are represented.
2.4.2 Substrate
It is evident that the feedstock that an enterprise uses is a related to the reliability of a biogas system.
Several of the systems at poultry farms had to be shut down for at least half a year due to an outbreak of
avian influenza. When a solitary bird exhibits symptoms, all of the poultry must be destroyed, for fear of
spreading the disease. Bangladesh has been the site of many recent avian influenza outbreaks. Several of
anaerobic digesters at the poultry farms that were visited had recently been shut down for 6 months, while
new chicks were purchased and growing.
Using dairy/cattle waste has many advantages, but cows are concentrated in only a few regions of the
country and in these areas there are few ranches; it is more common for a family to own only a few cattle.
This scattered pattern of cattle would introduce obstacles for the collection and conglomeration of the
biomass. However, farmers who have large numbers of cattle represent a great opportunity for anaerobic
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digestion, since the cow dung is centralized and generally already collected and dried for use as a cooking
fuel.
Using household organic matter or market vegetable waste as a feedstock for biogas is interesting from a
business perspective because it is a multi-directional business model. The facility is paid to collect waste
and gets paid for it again when it is sold as biogas. The composition of kitchen wastes can vary seasonally
and has higher lignin content than animal dung, which means that less of the carbon is available to
decompose to biogas.
An alternative biomass that could be used as a substrate is human feces. Before the large UNDP funded
poultry farm and anaerobic digester were built, Faridpur Muslim Mission had a small anaerobic digester
that ran off of human waste, so it has been done in Bangladesh before, although other interviewees did
not think that it would be culturally accepted. It could be interesting for a social scientist to investigate this
possibility, because using human waste as a biogas feedstock could also bolster sanitation and hygiene
efforts.

3 Conclusions
3.1 Synthesis
The new value proposition of this biogas polygeneration technology is the decontaminated water. Since
the health effects of arsenic can take years to become apparent, consumers are unlikely to pay a premium.
Private companies will likely not be that interested in investing on their own; the indicator results suggest
that their good environmental scores are a result of getting a quick return on their investment. Community
or cooperative organizations would have better access to subsidies and low interest loans.
The optimal business model for this biogas polygeneration technology will depend on where and on what
scale it is to be deployed, which will depend on the partner organization and its resources. The available
feedstock in the area is also an important consideration for the business model choice cow dung, kitchen
waste or a mixture of waste biomass are all suitable substrates for Bangladesh. An avian influenza
epidemic is too high of a risk to base an investment on poultry. If kitchen waste or a mixture of wastes is
to be used, the site should be larger with redundancies and at least two digestion chambers, so the system
can continue to run while one is cleaned out. For such a large development, a community model would be
most appropriate.
Depending on the feedstock used, the system might not be able to produce enough gas and water to meet
the demand all of the people who contribute, so the size of the system and its customer base must be
controlled. Due to the imbalance between people needed to supply the inputs and people who can be
served by the outputs suppliers should be paid for the substrate that that contribute, if it is feces, but
should pay a fee if an additional service is rendered, such as garbage collection.
There should be opportunities for the very poor to benefit from the improved water source. The revenues
from the other product streams could finance this.

3.2 Looking forward
The next steps in the project include combining this entrepreneurial work with the technical designs and
simulations. This will involve a broader search for partner organizations and identifying the best size for
the system, considering an appropriate ratio of electricity, water and cooking fuel for a community.
Further work could include investigation into how business choices affect the indicator results – a “whatif” scenario where an operator decides to just sell the gas as a cooking fuel or only runs a generator with it.
The influence of water treatment quotas on those scenarios is another avenue of interest. Regional
differences could also play a large role in the scores, as certain areas have longer periods of load shedding
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during which a generator would typically be run. Alternatively, the behaviors of anaerobic digester owners
who also have other off grid electricity options, such as Photovoltaic panels would be worth considering.
After the internship is over, the work concerning Business Model Canvases and the indicators will become
part of a journal paper about the biogas polygeneration concept.

3.3 Takeaway
Bangladesh faces many problems including an electricity shortage, high rates of solid fuel usage, and
arsenic contaminated water. KTH has been developing technology that addresses all three of these issues
simultaneously. When considering sustainable development investment options, an interdisciplinary
approach can be beneficial. The business model and ownership structure that the new products are sold
under can play a vital role in its success or failure, so it is valuable if both the technology and management
components can be fully understood. In an effort to have success with this technology, business models
that are currently practiced in rural Bangladesh were assessed strategic management tools and a series of
sustainability indicators.
In most cases, with a biogas polygeneration project a community or cooperative business model would be
best. For large installations or when many employees are required, a community model would be better,
since there is oversight and a larger population. Cooperatives tend to be more successful when they are
small. Each Milk Vita primary society has two employees: a bookkeeper and a deliveryman and things run
smoothly. Things get more complicated at the secondary society level where there are too few
veterinarians to see to the needs of the members. The input biomass is also important for determining an
appropriate business model.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: Indicators
Sub-appendix A1: Original Indicators
Sub-Appendix A2: Final Indicators

Sub-Appendix A1: Original Indicators

Category+ #+

Technical+

O&M+

Sector+

Indicator+
1+ Efficiency+

+

Technical+Losses+

2+ Compatibility+with+future+
infrastructure+expansion+
3+ Support+Readiness+
+
Technical+ 4+ Daily+operation+of+services+
client+
relation+
issues+
Technical+Indicators:+4+

+

+

Unit+
Comments+
Output/input+
• Input:+What+feedstocks+are+used+and+what+is+the+input+rate?+
(energy+values)+
(Calculate+energy+value)++
• Outputs:+
o How+many+households+are+served?+
o How+many+stoves+does+it+feed?+
o How+many+times+a+day+do+people+cook+with+this+fuel?+
+
If+product+is+sold+as+biogas+and+electricity,+take+the+weighted+
average+of+the+efficiencies?+
%++
• Does+your+system+leak?+
• How+frequently?+
• How+much?+
Transmission+Losses+and+biogas+leakage.+Delivered/dispatched,+
neglect+stolen+
SECONDARY+
HML+
Consider+the+way+water,+cooking+fuel,+electricity+and/or+slurry+will+
be+transported+in+the+future+in+this+area.+Will+the+service+that+is+in+
place+be+replaced+or+will+it+hinder+this+expansion?+
HML+
• How+far+do+you+have+to+go+for+maintenance?+
• Is+it+difficult+to+get+spare+parts?+How+long+would+it+take+for+
replacement+parts+to+arrive?+
%+of+days+in+
operation+(out+
of+a+year)+

+

Development+
of+Productive+
uses+
Employment+
generation+

Economic+

Financial+Perspective+

Sub-Appendix A1: Original Indicators

Compet
ition+

5+

Profitability+

%+

6+

O&M+Costs+

TAK/month+

7+

Capital+Costs+

$/kW+

8+

Share+of+profit+set+aside+for+
reGinvestment+
9+
Price+
+
Internal+consumption+of+
energy+(as+%+of+total+
Produced)+
+
Share+of+served+households+
that+use+energy+for+income+
generating+activities+
10a+ Business+Development+(a)+

Net+income/total+sales+(calculate)+from+following+questions:+
•

Ask+about+each+component+

%+

For+each+component+(digester,+generator).+Ask+about+each,+because+
they+may+have+been+added+at+different+times.+
+
In+many+cases,+capital+costs+may+have+been+at+least+partially+covered+
by+an+NGO+or+government+agency,+should+the+total+capital+cost+or+
just+what+the+proprietor+invested+be+counted?+Since+the+
sustainability+is+what+is+under+consideration,+I+would+say+the+whole+
amount.+
If+no+profit,+note+what+is+being+done+about+future+planning+

+
+

For+each+service+provided.+
Secondary+

%+

Secondary+

%+

%+of+businesses+in+the+area+that+use+energy+from+this+supplier+
Ask+Graeme+about+feasibility+

10b+ Business+Development+(b)+

%+

11+

Number+of+direct+Employees+ #+

+

Number+of+energy+services+
in+area+

Economic+Indicators:+8+

#+

%+of+businesses+that+have+opened+since+production+began+that+use+
their+energy+
ask+Grameen+about+feasibility+
#+of+people+hired+(at+one+time)+for+maintenance,+billing,+
distribution,+customer+service…+
Note+types+and+size+of+business.+
Secondary+

Sub-Appendix A1: Original Indicators

+

Equal+Distribution+

Social+

Credit+ 12+
Facilities+

LowGinterest+loans/grants+
available+for+financing+

YES/NO+

If+yes,+through+whom+and+in+what+amount+and+structure.+

13+

Share+of+Population+with+
access+to+service+

%+

+

14+

Relative+wealth+of+
customers++

HML+

15+

Subsidies+offered+for+
electricity+services+

$/kWh+

Note+for/from+whom+

tCO2e+

NonGbiogenic+resulting+from+generation.+(Generally+will+be+
calculated+afterwards,+based+on+inputs+and+estimated+efficiencies)+
Based+on+what+fuels+were+used+before+
Ask+Grameen+
Use+usage+rates+and+values+for+kerosene+and+cook+stove+
replacement+from+the+literature+to+calculate+
Ask+Grameen+

Social+Indicators:+4+
+

+
+

16+

Emissions+of+Carbon+
Dioxide+in+production+
Displacement+of+Fossil+
Fuels/household+
Indoor+air+pollution+
abatement+

17+
Local+Impact+

Environmental+

Global+

18+

19+

Any+Serious+local+
environmental+impact+has+
been+identified?+
Environmental+Indicators:+4+
+

%+
%+

Yes/No+

If+yes,+Describe+

Sub-Appendix A1: Original Indicators

+
+
+

Client+Relations+

Organizational/institutional+

Capacity+
Strengthening+

+
20+ Share+of+staff+and+
HML+
management+with+
appropriate+education+or+
training+
21+ Degree+of+local+
%+
ownership+
22+ Management+Stability+
HML+

+

23+ Share+of+nonGtechnical+
losses/default+rate+

%+

Unpaid+bills+and+stolen+

24+ Satisfaction+with+energy+
services+

+

Since+I+won’t+be+conducting+client+interviews,+this+will+be+
dependent+on+company+information.+May+not+be+directly+available,+
so+Proxy+questions:+
• Do+existing+customers+look+to+expand+the+amount+of+energy+
they+purchase?+How+often?+By+how+much?+
• Disconnection+rates?+
+

25+ Time+to+respond+to+
service+requests+OR+
frequency+of+Service+
requests+
Stakeholder+ 26+ Annual+Auditing+of+
participation+
financial+reports+
Organizational+Indicators:+7+

+

#+or+#/year+

Yes/No+

+
Depending+on+number+of+years+in+business,+share+of+women+
employees,+employee+turnover+

Note+the+frequency+for+ranking+purposes.+
“Are+your+accounts+(publically?)+inspected?+If+so,+how+often?”+

Sub-Appendix A2: Final Indicators

Environmental Indicators
Indicator
Unit
Description

Justification

Indicator
Unit
Description
Justification

Indicator
Unit
Description
Justification

Clean Development Mechanism CO2 Credit
tCO2e
If the project in question at a site had been part of a Clean Development
Mechanism, how much credit for emissions reduction could it have been
awarded.
Calculations were done in accordance with UNFCCC CDM methodologies as
follows:
 Agricultural biogas projects utilized an appropriate combination of
AMS-III.AO, AMS-III.D, AMS-I.I, AMS-I.C, AMS-III.R over a 20
year time horizon
 Solid waste biogas sites utilized a combination of AMS-I.E, AMSIII.AO and Methodological Tool: Emissions from solid waste disposal sites over
a 30 year time horizon
A sample calculation is found in Sub-Appendix G1: CDM Calculation.
Fossil Fuel Displacement
tCO2e
If the project substitutes renewable energy sources for fossil fuels, what
quantity of greenhouse gases would have otherwise been emitted?
Calculations used the amount of diesel or kerosene that would have been
burned and the corresponding emissions factors per Methodological tool “Tool to
calculate project or leakage CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion.”
Disability-Adjusted Life Year (DALY)
Avoided lost life year each year
How many years of life (or life quality) would have been taken from the
community, if the project were not implemented.
There is DALY information for both indoor air pollution and arsenic
contaminated water, so this is a loosely appropriate health metric for this
study.
Sample Calculations can be found in Sub-Appendix G2: DALY Calculation.

Sub-Appendix A2: Final Indicators

Economic Indicators
Indicator
Unit
Description
Justification

Payback Time
years
How many years it takes to breakeven.
This calculation is done considering the investment made by the operator and
real cash flows. Avoided costs are neglected, unless all consumption is internal.

Indicator
Unit
Description

Satisfaction/Growth Potential
Points
A site gets one point for each question answered affirmatively in the positive
column and loses a point for each yes answer in the negative column

Justification
+
Planning on expanding
infrastructure
Planning on expanding feedstock
base
Maintaining current course

Curtailing customer base in favor of
internal consumption
Customers leaving for own reasons

Indicator
Unit
Description
Justification

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
%
The interest rate necessary to ensure a net present value of 0
This is calculated using the total capital costs, regardless of who paid for them
and the annual cash flows and avoided energy costs.

Indicator
Unit
Description

Annual Auditing
Levels
The degree to which the financial standing of an enterprise is known can lead
to responsible economic decisions

Justification
High (H)
Medium (M)
Low (L)

Accounts are reviewed by a third party
Accounts are reviewed internally
Official accounting is irregular

Sub-Appendix A2: Final Indicators

Social Indicators
Indicator
Unit
Description
Justification

Low Interest Grants or Loans are available
Level
The quality of the interest rate used to make the investment
High + (H+)
High (H)
Medium (M)
Low (L)

Indicator
Unit
Description
Justification

No loan
<5%
5-10%
>10%

Local Ownership
Level
Locally owned enterprises are more likely to invest in their communities
High (H)
Medium (M)
Low (L)

Boss has daily interactions with customers and is readily
accessible
The owner may be situated off-site, but is regularly
involved with operations
There is no accessibility for customers to talk to
management

Indicator
Unit
Description
Justification

Technical Training
Days/employee
The number of days of training provided for operators
Technical skills contribute to other areas of a community

Indicator
Unit
Description

Population Access
%
The percent of people a service could reach, that it does.

Indicator
Unit
Description

Women Employees
%
The number of days of training provided for operators

Appendix B: Questionnaires
Sub-Appendix B1: Original Questionnaire
Sub-Appendix B2: Dairy Questionnaire
Sub-Appendix B3: Water Questionnaire
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Survey'Questions'

'

INDICATORS'
1. What'feedstocks'are'used'and'what'is'the'input'rate?'(a,t,mm,ee,gg,aa,t,g)' Technical' '
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
'

!

'

How'many'households'are'served?'In'what'ways?'
a. Efficiency'
(a,c,f,h,l,q,r,u,v,bb,ee,gg,hh,ii,jj,kk)'
b. Technical'Losses'
How'do'your'clients'use'your'services?'For'what'activities?'
c. Compatibility'
(a,l,m,q,u,v,ee,hh,ii,kk)'
with'future''
a.
How'many'stoves'does'it'feed?'
d. Support'Readiness''
b.
How'many'times'a'day'do'people'cook'with'this'fuel?'
e. Daily'Operation'
c.
How'many'light'bulbs?'How'long'(on'average)'do'they'run?'
Economic'
d.
Are'your'customers'still'using'conventional'energy'sources'as'
f. Profitability'
well'as'the'ones'you'supply?'
g. O&M'Costs'
Are'there'other'providers'of'these'services'in'the'area?'How'many'and'of'
h. Capital'Costs'
what?'(c,d,o)'
i. Reinvestment'
Do'you'anticipate'that'there'will'be'other'providers'of'these'services'in'
j. Price'
this'area?'(c,d,o,gg)'
k. Internal'Use'
How'far'do'you'have'to'go'for'parts/maintenance?'(c,d,g,ee,gg,ll)'
l. Productive'use'
Is'it'difficult'to'get'spare'parts?'How'long'would'it'take'for'replacement'
Households'
parts'to'arrive?'(g,c,d,ff,gg,ll)'
m. Business'
How'often'do'you'have'to'carry'out'repairs?'(d,g,i,n,ee,gg,ll)'
Development'
Are'there'days'you'are'not'able'to'provide'service?'Why?'How'many?'(eg)'
n. #'employees'
a.
If'one'service'is'interrupted,'are'all'of'them?'
o. Competition'
How'often'do'you'have'to'make'repairs?'How'much'do'you'spend'on'
Social'
repairs'each'month?'(fgieell)'
p. Low'interest'
How'much'do'you'spend'on'salaries'each'month?'(fgneell)'
loans/grants'
How'much'do'you'spend'on'training?'(fgnxffll)'
q. Pop.'Access'
What'are'your'monthly'fuel'costs?'Does'it'vary'by'season?'(Includes'
r. Rel.'Wealth'
biogas'feedstock)'(fgeell)'
s. Subsidies'
'(biogas)'How'often'do'you'remove'slurry'and'how'much'does'it'cost?'
Environmental'
How'much'do'you'sell'your'slurry'for?'How'much'do'you'sell'and'
t. CO2'
produce?('fgeell)'
u. Fossil'Fuel'
Do'you'have'a'maintenance'contingency'fund?'How'much'do'you'set'
v. Indoor'Air''
aside?'(fgiffll)'
What'are'the'investment'costs'for'each'of'your'capital'components'and' w. Local'Enviro'
when'did'you'purchase'them?'(generator,'digester'construction,…)'(fhffll)' Organizational'
x. Staff'Training'
How'were'the'capital/investment'costs'paid'for?'(fiffggll)'
What'are'the'prices'for'each'service'you'provide?'Are'there'startRup'or' y. Local'Ownership'
z. Mgmt'stability'
connection'fees'for'customers?'How'much'of'each'service'do'you'sell?'
aa. NonRTech'losses'
(ftueeiijjkkmmll)'
bb. Satisfaction'
How'many'businesses'in'the'area'use'your'services?'Which'ones?'(jm)'
cc. Service'Requests'
a.
How'many'total'businesses'are'there'in'the'area?'
dd. Annual'Auditing'
Have'any'new'businesses'started'because'of'the'availability'of'you'
services?'How'many'and'what'do'they'do?'(jm)'
BUSINESS'CANVAS'
How'many'employees'do'you'have?'What'are'their'functions?'(gnzffkkll)' ee. Key'Activities'
How'many'customers'do'you'have?'(jlopqruvbbcciijjkkmm)'
ff. Key'Resources'
a.
Do'they'represent'a'certain'part'of'society?'
gg. Partner'Network'
b.
How'is'their'income/wealth'relative'to'the'rest'of'the'
hh. Value'Proposition'
community’s?'
ii. Customer'Segments'
c.
What'other'energy'sources'do'they'use?'How'much'do'these'
jj. Channels'
cost?'
kk. Customer'
Why'do'your'clients'choose'you?'(bbhhiijjkk)'
Relationship'
How'many'people'live'in'the'community?'(iqruvii)'
ll. Cost'Structure'
'
mm. Revenue'
Streams'
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INDICATORS'

25. Are'their'subsidies'available'for'the'purchase'of'your'services?'From'
Technical' '
'
whom?'For'whom?'(fjpqrsffgghhjjll)'
a. Efficiency'
26. Are'their'environmental'impacts'from'the'production'or'distribution'of'
b. Technical'Losses'
your'services?'(wffkk)'
c. Compatibility'
27. Who'are'the'owners'of'this'establishment?'What'is'the'ownership'
with'future''
structure?'(gkpoyzffggjj)'
d. Support'Readiness''
28. What'is'the'employee'structure?'(nffll)'
e. Daily'Operation'
29. Who'are'the'primary'operator?'Do'they'(each)'have'an'education'or'
Economic'
formal'training?'At'what'level'or'for'how'long?'(>1'month,'>7'days…)'
f. Profitability'
(nxff)'
g. O&M'Costs'
30. Was'there'a'cost'for'the'training?'How'was'it'paid'for'and'by'whom?'
h. Capital'Costs'
(fghnxzffll)'
i. Reinvestment'
31. How'many'women'did'you'employ'last'year'(or'month)?''(gnzffll)'
j. Price'
32. How'many'men'did'you'employ'last'year'(or'month)?'(gnzffll)'
33. How'many'employees'do'you'have'now?'A'month'ago?'A'year'ago?'(nxzff)' k. Internal'Use'
l. Productive'use'
34. Have'you'experienced'theft?'To'what'degree?'(gaakk)'
Households'
35. Have'you'had'customers'who'have'not'paid'their'bills?'How'much?'
m. Business'
(gaaiikk)'
Development'
36. Does'your'system'leak?'(bajj)'
n. #'Employees'
a. How'frequently?'
o. Competition'
b. How'much?'
Social'
37. Do'you'consume'your'own'services'onRsite?'How'much?'(kffhh)'
p. Low'interest'
38. Do'existing'customers'look'to'expand'the'amount'of'energy'they'
loans/grants'
purchase?'How'often?'By'how'much?'(bbhhiimmkk)'
q.
Pop.'Access'
39. How'many'customers'have'requested'disconnection'or'stopped'
r. Rel.'Wealth'
purchasing'the'services?'Did'they'give'a'reason?'(qsbbhhkk)'
40. How'long'does'it'take'to'respond'to'a'customer’s'service'request?'(cckk)' s. Subsidies'
Environmental'
41. How'many'service'requests'do'you'receive'each'month?'(bbcckk)'
42. How'frequently'are'your'accounts'reviewed/inspected?'Is'the'information' t. CO2'
u. Fossil'Fuel'
public?'(fddllmm)'
v. Indoor'Air''
43. Can'you'describe'your'Billing'and'collection'methods?'(fgjbbeejjllmm)'
w. Local'Enviro'
44. Are'electrical'appliances/biogas'cook'stoves/light'bulbs'available'for'
purchase'nearby?'If'so,'by'whom?'(cdiggffjj)'
Organizational'
45. What'financing'options'are'available'to'you'and'to'the'consumer?'
x. Staff'Training'
(plqriiggjjkk)'
y. Local'Ownership'
46. What'governmental'regulations/oversight'are'in'play?'Are'they'an'
z. Mgmt'stability'
obstacle?'Are'they'observed?'(cpsddggjj)'
aa. NonRTech'losses'
47. Who'are'your'suppliers?'(gffggjj)'
bb. Satisfaction'
48. Do'you'sell'to'middlemen?'(gffggjj)'
cc. Service'Requests'
49. Do'you'work'with'the'government,'NGOs,'or'other'partner'organizations?' dd. Annual'Auditing'
Please'describe'these'relationships'and'how'they'were'formed.'(hsxffggll)' BUSINESS'CANVAS'
50. How'are'your'products'purchased'and'distributed?'(fqffgghhjjkk)'
ee. Key'Activities'
51. How'often'do'you'interact'with'customers?'How?'(bbeehhjjkk)'
ff. Key'Resources'
52. How'do'people'find'out'about'your'services?'Are'there'costs'for'this?'
gg. Partner'Network'
(gqjjkkll)'
hh. Value'Proposition'
53. How'many'homes,'businesses,'industrial'uses'and'community'uses'
ii. Customer'Segments'
(schools,'health'centers...)'are'they'connected'to?'(lmqeeggiikkmm)'
jj. Channels'
54. How'many'homes,'businesses,'industrial'uses'and'community'uses'
kk. Customer'
(schools,'health'centers...)'are'in'the'service'area?'(lmqeeggiikkmm)'
Relationship'
55. Do'you'know'if'your'customers'use'your'services'to'generate'income?'
ll. Cost'Structure'
(lmhhii)'
mm. Revenue'
'
Streams'
'
'
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'
For'Biogas'installations'
• Quality'and'Quantity'of'gas'produced.'(%'CH4,'volume?)'
• Breakdown'of'if'they'sell'gas'directly'or'run'generators'and'have'
distribution'system.'
• Where'does'the'feedstock'come'from?'How'does'it'get'to'the'digester?'
Are'providers'compensated?'
• How'frequently'is'the'digester'cleaned'out.'Is'the'slurry'used'as'
fertilizer?'Are'there'costs/income'associated'with'the'back'end'of'the'
process?

Sub-Appendix B2: Dairy Questionnaire

!

Survey'Questions:'Dairy!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

When'and'how'were'you'founded?'
How'many'members'are'there?'#'of'cows?'Qty'of'milk?''
Are'there'fees'and/or'dues?'
Any'regulations'about'quality'of'milk'you'will'accept'of'how'cows'need'to'be'fed?''
How'is'your'product'collected'and'delivered?'
Are'there'other'providers'of'these'services'in'the'area?'How'many'and'of'what?''
Are'there'days'you'are'not'able'to'provide'service?'Why?'How'many?''
a.
If'one'service'is'interrupted,'are'all'of'them?'
8. How'often'do'you'have'to'make'repairs?'How'much'do'you'spend'on'repairs'each'
month?''
9. Do'you'have'training'programs?'Who'pays'for'them?'
10. What'are'your'monthly'variable'costs?'Does'it'vary'by'season?'(Includes'biogas'
feedstock)''
11. Do'you'have'a'maintenance'contingency'fund?'How'much'do'you'set'aside?''
12. How'were'the'capital/investment'costs'paid'for?'What'are'the'large'costs'and'when'
were'they'made?'
13. What'are'the'prices'for'each'service'you'provide?'Are'there'startPup'or'connection'fees'
for'customers?'How'much'of'each'service'do'you'sell?''
14. How'many'businesses'in'the'area'use'your'services?'Which'ones?''
a.
How'many'total'businesses'are'there'in'the'area?'
15. Do'you'have'direct'employees?'#?'m/f?'What'are'their'functions?'How'much'do'you'
spend'on'salaries'each'month?'
16. How'many'members'do'you'have?'
a.
Do'they'represent'a'certain'part'of'society?'
b.
How'is'their'income/wealth'relative'to'the'rest'of'the'community’s?'
c.
What'other'energy'sources'do'they'use?'How'much'do'these'cost?'
17. Why'do'your'clients'choose'you?'
18. How'many'people'live'in'the'community?'
19. Are'their'subsidies'available'for'the'purchase'of'your'services?'From'whom?'For'whom?''
20. Are'their'environmental'impacts'from'the'production'or'distribution'of'your'services?'
21. Who'are'the'owners'of'this'establishment?'What'is'the'ownership'structure?''
22. What'is'the'employee'structure?'
23. How'many'employees'do'you'have'now?''
a. A'month'ago?''
b. A'year'ago?''
24. Have'you'experienced'theft'(of'your'product'or'infrasture?'To'what'degree?'
25. Have'you'had'customers'who'have'not'paid'their'bills?'How'much?''
26. Do'you'consume'your'own'services'onPsite?'How'much?''
27. Do'existing'members'look'to'expand'the'amount'of'milk'they'provide?'How'often?'By'
how'much?'Do'you'have'limits?'
28. How'many'members'have'left?'Did'they'give'a'reason?'Do'they'come'back?'
29. How'long'does'it'take'to'respond'to'a'member’s'help'request?'
30. How'many'help'requests'do'you'receive'each'month?'
31. How'frequently'are'your'accounts'reviewed/inspected?'Is'the'information'public?''
32. Can'you'describe'your'Billing'and'collection'methods?''
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!
33. What'financing'options'are'available'to'you'and'to'the'consumer?'
34. What'governmental'regulations/oversight'are'in'play?'Are'they'an'obstacle?'Are'they'
observed?''
35. Who'are'your'suppliers?'
36. Do'you'sell'to'middlemen?''
37. Do'you'work'with'the'government,'NGOs,'or'other'partner'organizations?'Please'
describe'these'relationships'and'how'they'were'formed.''
38. How'often'do'you'interact'with'members'and'the'head'office?'How?''
39. How'do'people'find'out'about'your'services?'Are'there'costs'for'this?''
40. How'many'homes,'businesses,'industrial'uses'and'community'uses'(schools,'health'
centers...)'are'they'connected'to?''
41. How'many'homes,'businesses,'industrial'uses'and'community'uses'(schools,'health'
centers...)'are'in'the'service'area?''
42. Do'you'know'if'your'customers'use'your'services'to'generate'income?'Examples?!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Survey'Questions'
1.
2.

How!many!households!are!served?!In!what!ways?!
How!do!your!clients!use!your!services?!For!what!activities?!
a.
Are!your!customers!still!using!conventional!water!as!well!as!the!one!you!
supply?!
3. General!set!up:!source!(+owner),!distribution!mechanism,!!any!treatment?!
4. Are!there!other!providers!of!these!services!in!the!area?!How!many!and!of!what?!Do!
you!anticipate!that!there!will!be!other!providers!of!these!services!in!this!area?!
5. How!often!do!you!have!to!make!repairs?!How!much!do!you!spend!on!repairs!each!
month?!!
6. How!far!do!you!have!to!go!for!parts/maintenance?!!
7. Is!it!difficult!to!get!spare!parts?!How!long!would!it!take!for!replacement!parts!to!
arrive?!!
8. How!long!does!it!take!to!respond!to!a!customer’s!service!request?!
9. How!many!service!requests!do!you!receive!each!month?!
10. Are!there!days!you!are!not!able!to!provide!service?!Why?!How!many?!!
a.
If!one!service!is!interrupted,!are!all!of!them?!
11. What!are!your!monthly!energy!costs?!Does!it!vary!by!season?!What!type!of!energy?!
How!much?!Interruptions?!
12. (biogas)!How!often!do!you!replace!the!treatment!mechanism?!How!is!it!disposed!
of?!
13. Do!you!have!a!maintenance!contingency!fund?!How!much!do!you!set!aside?!!
14. What!are!the!investment!costs!for!each!of!your!capital!components!and!when!did!
you!purchase!them?!(generator,!digester!construction,…)!!
15. How!were!the!capital/investment!costs!paid!for?!!How!was!the!community’s!share!
of!the!costs!raised?!
16. What!are!the!prices!for!each!service!you!provide?!Are!there!startTup!or!connection!
fees!for!customers?!How!much!of!each!service!do!you!sell?!!
17. How!much!do!you!spend!on!salaries!each!month?!
18. How!much!do!you!spend!on!training?!
19. How!many!businesses!in!the!area!use!your!services?!Which!ones?!!
a.
How!many!total!businesses!are!there!in!the!area?!
20. Have!any!new!businesses!started!because!of!the!availability!of!you!services?!How!
many!and!what!do!they!do?!!
21. How!many!employees!do!you!have?!What!are!their!functions?!
22. How!many!customers!do!you!have?!How!many!people!live!in!the!community?!
a.
Do!they!represent!a!certain!part!of!society?!
b.
How!is!their!income/wealth!relative!to!the!rest!of!the!community’s?!
23. How!did!they!typically!get!water!before?!Was!there!any!treatment?!
24. Are!their!subsidies!available!for!the!purchase!of!your!services?!From!whom?!For!
whom?!!

!
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25. Are!their!environmental!impacts!from!the!production!or!distribution!of!your!
services?!OR!impacts!on!other!industries,!like!fishing!or!agriculture?!
26. Who!are!the!owners!of!this!establishment?!What!is!the!ownership!structure?!!
27. How!are!the!committee!members!selected?!DO!they!change?!Are!they!paid?!How!
much!time!do!they!spend!on!water!related!issues?!
28. What!is!the!employee!structure?!!
29. Who!are!the!primary!operator?!Do!they!(each)!have!an!education!or!formal!training?!
At!what!level!or!for!how!long?!(>1!month,!>7!days…)!!
30. Was!there!a!cost!for!the!training?!How!was!it!paid!for!and!by!whom?!!
31. How!many!women!did!you!employ!last!year!(or!month)?!!
32. How!many!men!did!you!employ!last!year!(or!month)?!!
33. How!many!employees!do!you!have!now?!!
a. A!month!ago?!!
b. A!year!ago?!!
34. Have!you!experienced!theft!r!vandalism!(of!your!product!or!infrasture?!To!what!
degree?!!
35. Other!problems!with!misuse!or!abuse?!
36. Have!you!had!customers!who!have!not!paid!their!bills?!How!much?!!
37. Does!your!system!leak?!!
a. How!frequently?!
b. How!much?!
38. Do!you!consume!your!own!services!onTsite?!How!much?!!
39. Do!existing!customers!look!to!expand!the!amount!of!energy!they!purchase?!How!
often?!By!how!much?!!
40. How!many!customers!have!requested!disconnection!or!stopped!purchasing!the!
services?!Did!they!give!a!reason?!
41. How!frequently!are!your!accounts!reviewed/inspected?!Is!the!information!public?!!
42. Can!you!describe!your!Billing!and!collection!methods?!!
43. Are!spigots/taps,!plumbing!fixtures!available!for!purchase!nearby?!If!so,!by!whom?!!
44. What!financing!options!are!available!to!you!and!to!the!consumer?!
45. What!governmental!regulations/oversight!are!in!play?!Are!they!an!obstacle?!Are!
they!observed?!
46. Who!are!your!suppliers?!(for!treatment!materials)!
47. Do!you!sell!to!middlemen?!Businesses?!Commercial!purposes?!Is!there!a!price!
difference?!
48. Do!you!work!with!the!government,!NGOs,!or!other!partner!organizations?!Please!
describe!these!relationships!and!how!they!were!formed.!!How!was!this!community!
selected?!
49. How!are!your!products!purchased!and!distributed?!
50. How!often!do!you!interact!with!customers?!How?!!
51. How!do!people!find!out!about!your!services?!Are!there!costs!for!this?!!
52. How!many!homes,!businesses,!industrial!uses!and!community!uses!(schools,!health!
centers...)!are!they!connected!to?!!
!
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53. How!many!homes,!businesses,!industrial!uses!and!community!uses!(schools,!health!
centers...)!are!in!the!service!area?!!
54. Do!you!know!if!your!customers!use!your!services!to!generate!income?!Examples?

!

Appendix C: Data Availability Table

PO!

!

!

Size!
(m3)!

Type!

!

!

Inputs!

Excess!
feedstock?!

Appendix(C(

!
Products!
#!burners!
(#households,!
people/househ
old!or!#served)!

Price!
(Tk/!
month)!

electricity!
(rating,!
hr/day)!

other!

Waste!
Products!

!

!

!

!

Problems/!Issues?!

Financing!

Plans!for!
expansion?!

Changes!to!
customer!base!

Rakib!Poultry!
Firm!
Jahangir!
Nagar!
University!
Teacher!
housing!
Society!

Private!
Private!
Private!

BiogasMPoultry!
BiogasMPoultry!
BiogasM
Poultry!

Private!
Private!
Private!
Private!

Fuad!Poultry!
Firm!

15000!
birds!
GS!

yes!

Internal!
5! use!

4.8,!21!

15!kW!up!to!
10!hr/day!
Eggs!

2000!birds! no!
GS!

6,!6!

6! 500!!

?!

Cooperative/C
ommunity!

AlMShisir!
Poultry!Firm!

BiogasM
Poultry!

Rajib!Poultry!
Firm!

Poultry!

Dewan!
Poultry!Firm!

BiogasM
Poultry!

Mrs.!Khan's!
Poultry!Firm!

BiogasMKitchen!
Waste!

BD!Green!
Agro!Complex!

BiogasM
Poultry!

!

6000!birds! no!

SEED/!
IDCOL!
seed,!
sheba!
consulti
ng!

4!+!the!farm,!
replacing!
firewood!(5!
700!!
hr/day!for!each!
burner)!

6000!bird!
capacity!

not!
now!

!

1o!families!
6000!bird!
capacity!

JICA,!GS!

M!

4.8!

800!

4! M!
2500!birds! M!

?!

50,!
(another!
waste!
50!is!built,!
from!200!
but!not!
houses!
yet!in!
operation)!

disconnecte
d!because!
of!bird!flu!

eggs!

10!kW!4!
hr/day!

eggs!

yes!

40!

GS!

10!kW!

eggs!

SEED/!
IDCOL!

M!

7.5! eggs!

dungM
feces;!
slurry!into!
fishpond!
!
slurry!into! !
community!
fish!pond!
(no!
compensat
ion!
Bird!Flu!shut!
everything!down!
for!6!months,!now!
slurry!used!
operating!with!
on!own!
4000!///!smelly!!
fields!

?!

M!

?!

12!

!

M!

internal!
use!

500!

M!

?!

M!

eggs!

eggs!

Bird!Flu!shut!
everything!down!
slurry!
for!6!months,!now!
pumped!to! operating!at!half!
lake!
capacity!
Bird!Flu!shut!
everything!down!
for!6!months,!now!
operating!at!a!third!
of!capacity!
!
Bird!Flu!shut!
everything!down!
M!
for!6!months,!now!
operating!at!half!
capacity!
Bird!Flu!shut!
everything!down!
M!
for!6!months,!now!
operating!at!half!
capacity!

Private!bank:50!
Million!Tk!loan!for!
whole!farm!13%!
interest,!paid!back!
over!7!years!
!two!new!
standard!GS!
financing!and!
chicken!
subsidy!
houses!
built!

all!internal!use,!
would!like!to!use!
generator!more,!
to!cut!down!on!
electricity!bill!
One!household!
had!to!
disconnect,!
because!it!
couldn't!afford!it!

120000!Tk!
(generator)+48000
0!Tk!(digester)!
70%!financed!by!
IDCOL!12%!
interest!over!3!
years!(pays!16485!
Tk/month)!

yes,!want!
additional!
digester!to!
supply!the!
customers!
who!were!
cut!off!

used!to!have!20!
houses!served!
by!gas,!but!had!
to!cut!service!
once!he!got!a!
generator!(6!
months!after!the!
digester)!

!

!

?!

70%!financed!by!
IDCOL!
M!

!
!
2000!more!
birds!
planned!
!

M!

!

!

!

!

paper!for!recycling!

!

paid!for!by!JICA!

Gopalnoar!
Village!

Water!and!
Sanitation!

Communi
ty!
Cooperative/!
Community!

BiogasMKitchen!
Waste!

Research!
Centre!on!
Kitchen!Waste!
to!Compost!
and!Biogas!

Community!

BiogasM
Poultry!

Faridpur!
Muslim!
Mission!

UNDP,!
LGED!

Diary!
Farmer!
Private!
Farm!
/Coop!
Member!

Dairy!
Coop!
Mgmt!&! Electricity!
Processi
Cooperat
ng!
ive/70+g
Cooperative!
ov't!
owned!
Private!Farm!/Coop!
Member!

Rohan!Diary!
Farm!

Diary!Farmer!

Firoj!

BiogasMDiary!

Rakibul!Islam!

Diary!
Farmer!
Private!
Private!Farm!
Farm!
/Coop!Member! /Coop!
Member!

Md.!Sabuj!Mia!

30000!
no!
birds,!14!
cows!
~1/4!of!
the!
kitchen!
yes!
waste!
from!2000!
6.8! people!

Practical!
Action,!
WASTE!

296!
families!

deep!
pumped!
water!

n/a!

4!
(industrial)(feed
s!600!
Internal!
people/day)!
use!

4! free!

309!spigots!!

BRAC!

38000!
people!
served!

PBS!MComilla!

Milk!Vita!
Factory!

Calculate!
(Fig.!1!&!
2)!

REB!
675!
primary!
societies!
!
Milk!
Vita!
Milk!
Vita!

no!

M!

20!cows!

M!

1!tap:!80!!
2!taps:!
120!
M!
(Tk/mont
h!)!

3.1M3.6!
GWh/!
month!
M!

M!

M!

M!

M!

M!

M!

M!

M!

M!

M!

M!

5.2!Million!TK!capital!
cost.!Each!household!
paid!1200!Tk.!
!
•! 90+%!payment!
32000000!Tk!in!
rate!
capital!costs,!loan!
• 12%!transmission! from!REB:!2%!
losses!
interest,!monthly!
• frequent!load!
payment…!will!not!
shedding!!
meet!30!year!
• past!2!years.!~!
payback!target,!no!
300!service!
idea!how!long!it!will!
requests/!month! take!
!

!

500!!

!

not!allowed!to!
make!new!
connections!
for!

M!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!
has!individual!
biogas!pant!used!
for!cooking!gas.!
They!used!diesel!
for!their!
generator!
also!provided!
RDA!with!access!
to!biogas!for!
their!CNG!
research!
projects.!Would!
like!to!start!
selling!CNG.!

M!

!

250!cows!
(80!for!
dairy)!

M!

!

M!

milk!
enou
gh!for!
3!
more!
digest
ers!
40!families!

Paid!for!by!Practical!
Action!

M!

milk!

10!cows!

!

!

milk,!butter,!ghee,!milk!powder!

!

RDA,!Milk!Vita!

M!

milk!
7!cows!

inorganics!are!buried!

UNDP:&2149816&TK&+&Mission:&
198000&TK.&

M!

!

Milk!
Vita!

paper!for!
recycling,!
compost!
sand!
filtered!
water!(w/!
acceptable!
iron!and!
arsenic!
levels)!

Bird!flu!reduced!#!
of!birds!

M!

M!

Electricity!
form!
National!
Grid!!
Milk,!
electricity!

2x4.5!kW!

eggs,!
veggies,!
beef,!
fertilizer!

has!
generator!
but!it!isn’t'!
hooked!up!
right!now!

!

!

milk,!beef,!biogas!for!RDA! Vets!can't!tell!you!
test!projects!
why!cattle!die!

has!used!cow!loan!
program!for!3!cows.!
300000!tk.!

1500000!Tk!for!
biogas,!generator!
and!water!system,!
10%!down!payment!

!

!
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BD GreenAgro Complex
KEY PARTNERS

• Grameen Shakti
• Grameen
Technicians
• Transporters to
Market
• Feed Suppliers

Bamnakhali, RaimoniTrishal, Mymensingh

KEY ACTIVITIES

VALUE PROPOSITION

• Egg Production
• Fish Production
• Also involved in
Garment Industry

• Quality, protein-rich
food
• Efficient/cost
effective Waste
Management
• Reducing operating
costs (diesel and
firewood)
• Providing cooking gas
• Save time
• Cleaner process

•
KEY RESOURCES

Birds (15,000)
Bird Droppings
Laborers (21)
Digesters
15 kW generator
Fish Pond

•
•
•
•
•
•

Atiqullah Sohel

CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIPS

• Anonymous to egg
and fish buyers
• All biogas consumed
internally

CHANNELS

CUSTOMER
SEGEMENTS

• Fish and eggs sold
to wholesalers
• Manure sold as
fertilizer directly to
other farmers
• 5 families benefit
from the cooking
fuel (at no cost)

• Just wholesales
• Biogas has improved
relationship with
neighbors (better
smelling)

COST STRUCTURE

REVENUE STREAMS

• Capital: Birds, Housing, digesters, generator
• Fixed: Bird feed ( 110-120 g/bird/day; 35000 Tk/kg);

salaries

• Variable: Diesel (0.5 L/hr of load shedding; 67 Tk/L);

• Eggs (8.5 TK/egg; 11000 eggs/day)
• Fish (120 Tk/kg; 500 g/fish; 200000 fish/6 months)
• Fertilizer {extra manure} (40 Tk/20 kg; 1400 kg/day)

income tax (500000 Tk in 2012)
• Financing 50 million Tk loan from Agrani Bank (13%, 7
years)
• Minor repairs to generator nozzles and supply hose
• Firewood demand has disappeared (saving 3200 kg
firewood/month)
• Diesel demand has been cut to a sixth of what it was before

Mrs. Kahn’s Poultry Firm
KEY PARTNERS

• Grameen Shakti
• Transporters to
Market
• Feed Suppliers

Beldia, Sripur, Gazipur

KEY ACTIVITIES

• Egg Production
• Biogas distribution
• Runs generator for
lighting chicken hut

KEY RESOURCES

•
•
•
•

Birds
Bird Droppings
Laborers
Digesters

VALUE PROPOSITION

Shafiqul Islam
CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIPS

• Quality, protein-rich
• Anonymous to egg
food
buyers
• Providing cooking gas • Neighbors and family
members are the
• Save time
biogas customers
• Cleaner process
Eventually:
• Lighting?
• Charging?

CHANNELS

• Everyone passes by
his yard to get to the
village, so they know
what is going on

COST STRUCTURE

• Capital: Birds, Housing, Generator (paid out of pocket); two
6m2 digesters finance through GS with 9000 TK subsidy
• Operation: transport to city
• Maintenance: generator & digester have little to no cost
(replace 1 nozzle every 7 months); clean out digester

CUSTOMER
SEGEMENTS

• Eggs: Urbanites in
Dhaka
• Connected to 6
households
• Could connect to
20 more, but they
are not interested
because of
finances and/or
large supply of
firewood

REVENUE STREAMS

Eggs (8 TK/egg)
500 TK/month/house (unlimited use)
Connection fees an issue
Slurry goes to community pond – Plans for building own
pond
• Planned expansion and 2 more digesters
•
•
•
•
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Dewan Poultry Firm
KEY PARTNERS

Bahuria Chala, Mirzapur, Gazipur
KEY ACTIVITIES

• SEED Bangla
• IDCOL
• Transporters to
Market
• Feed Suppliers

• Egg Production
• Biogas distribution
• Runs generator for
lighting, pumping
and fan in chicken
hut
• Some crops
KEY RESOURCES

• Birds
• Bird Manure
• Wife (deals with
biogas issues)
• Laborers
• Digesters

VALUE PROPOSITION

• Quality, protein-rich
food

Dewan Sohrab Hossain

CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIPS

• Anonymous to egg
buyers
• Neighbors are biogas
customers

• Replaces charged
lights and kerosene
lamps
• Providing cooking gas
• Saves time and is
CHANNELS
cleaner than
• Wife collects biogas
firewood
tariffs
• Everyone lives close
by, so they know
what is going on

CUSTOMER
SEGEMENTS

• Egg Buyers
• Biogas connected
to 4 households
• Disconnected from
16 households
when the generator
was installed – they
would like service!

COST STRUCTURE

REVENUE STREAMS

• Birds, Housing,
• Digester and generator (600000 Tk, 70% financed by IDCOL
– 16485 Tk/month payment)
• Operation: transport to city, salaries (15000 Tk/month for 3
employees)
• Maintenance: 3000 Tk/year for cleaning digester
• Biogas has replaced some kerosene expenditures

• Eggs (300000 Tk/year)
• 700 TK/month/house (unlimited use)
• Slurry used to fertilize own fields (some dried and sold to
other farmers – 10000 Tk/year)

Rohan Dairy Farm
KEY PARTNERS

KEY ACTIVITIES

• Rural Development
Academy
• Milk Vita

Rajshahi Division

• Feeding, milking,
breeding, and
general cattle care
• Manure collection
and drying
• Electricity
generation*
KEY RESOURCES

• Cows (250, 80 are
dairy)
• RDA’s know-how
• Veterinary services
• Gas distribution
network & digester
• Water system: well,
pump storage
• Generator*

VALUE PROPOSITION

• Relatively high
volume of milk
produced
• Convenience and
Accessibility of clean
fuel delivered to the
stove in a region
where gas is scarce
• Saves time, money
and has health
benefits

COST STRUCTURE

• Loan from RDA – 1.5 Million TK (with 10% down payment) to
be repaid without interest within 10 years for digester
construction, distribution system, water system, generator
• Electricity: ~2500 Tk/month
• 10 employees, feed for cattle
• Milk transport to Primary Society (on flatbed tractor)
*Temporarily disabled due to fear of vandalism

CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIPS

• Milk Vita member
since the 1970s
• Customers are within
a half kilometer of
the farm

CUSTOMER
SEGEMENTS

• Milk Vita
• Biogas Customers
(40 households)
• Manure customers

CHANNELS

• Primary Society
• Gas distribution is
underground
• Community
communication
• Biogas customers
pay cash

REVENUE STREAMS

•
•
•
•
•

500 TK/month/biogas connection
Weekly milk price (~1000 L/day)
Meat
Cow patties for fertilizer or fuel (8 Tk/kg)
1000 Tk/day for RDA to take samples for their research
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FARIDPUR MUSLIM MISSION
KEY PARTNERS

• Local Government
Engineering
Department
• Zakat Givers
• Feed ingredient
suppliers
• Grameen Shakti
• UNDP

Faridpur, Dhaka Division

KEY ACTIVITIES

VALUE PROPOSITION

• Egg Production
• Education (college
and Madrasah)
• Religion (Mosque)
• Residential Life
• Other Farm Activities

• Farm provides
income for the
Mission and food for
the community
• Providing cooking
gas for the mission
• Save time and
Money
• Cleaner cooking
process
• Electricity during
Load Shedding
• Better quality of life
and future prospects
for orphans

KEY RESOURCES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Birds
Laborers
Bird Droppings
Other Employees
Digesters
Generators
Zakat

CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIPS

CUSTOMER
SEGEMENTS

• Students are grateful
for opportunities
• All energy is used
internally
• People like to
support the mission

• Local population
buys produce
• Residents of the
mission benefit from
the food and energy

CHANNELS

• Eggs sold in the
market, but people
also come to the
farm – because they
know the quality

COST STRUCTURE

REVENUE STREAMS

• Food, electricity and schooling costs for 600+ orphans
• Capital costs for farm were largely covered by UNDP
• Operation: transport to city, self made poultry feed, salaries
(4000 Tk/month for women (10); 8000-10000 Tk/month
for men (22); 2 employees specifically for anaerobic
digester)
• Biogas offsets firewood purchases (~120000 Tk/month)

• Government funding supports 1/6 of the orphanage’s
costs
• Eggs (8 TK/egg)
• Slurry converted into fertilizer, which is sold at the market
• Food purchases reduced because of farm products

RESEARCH CENTRE FOR KITCHEN WASTE TO COMPOST AND BIOGAS
KEY PARTNERS

KEY ACTIVITIES

VALUE PROPOSITION

• Welfare Organization
for Rural Disabled
(WORD)
• Municipality
• Practical Action

• Collection and
Segregation of
household and
kitchen wastes
• Compost
management and
bagging
• Biogas generation &
distribution

• Accessibility,
Convenience, and
Status of not having
to personally deal
with waste

KEY RESOURCES

• MOU w/municipality
• Waste stream
• Composting Facility
and digester
• Collection Bicycles
(19, but some in
disrepair)

CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIPS

CUSTOMER
SEGEMENTS

• Automatic Service for
collection
• Self Service for gas
distribution

• Households who
have waste collected
(~2000)
• Households who
receive biogas (4)

• Quality, natural
fertilizer
• Price and
Convenience of not
paying for cooking
fuel

COST STRUCTURE

• Compost and Biogas facilities gifted to the municipality by
Practical Action
• Salaries: Collectors and other labor 5000-9000 Tk/month;
segregators (women) 3000 Tk/month

Faridpur

• Compost Customers
CHANNELS

• Compost sold at
Market
• Waste collectors

REVENUE STREAMS

• Households pay 30-60 Tk/month for collection (depending
on financial situation)
• Compost sells for 15 Tk/kg
• Not currently charging for biogas (connected to 4 houses,
could do 6) ! expansion planed in conjunction with
Grameen Shakti
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BRAC WASH Site
KEY PARTNERS

Gopal Nagal
KEY ACTIVITIES

VALUE PROPOSITION

• Pumping, treatment, • Convenience,
and distribution of
Accessibility, Risk
water
Reduction
• Occasional
• Provide Arsenic and
maintenance
iron free water in
• Fee Collection
households
• Sanitation education

• BRAC
• Council
• PBS (for allowing
new electricity
connection
• Initial Donors

CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIPS

• User owned (each
family bought in with
1200 Tk)
• Governed by 15
member council

KEY RESOURCES

CHANNELS

• Aquifer & well
• Sand filter & 10 hp
pump
• Distribution network
• Electricity for
pumping

• Underground piped
distribution network
• Customers bring
cash to caretaker

CUSTOMER
SEGEMENTS

• Households
" Full paying (275)
" Half Price (12)
" Free (5)
• Community buildings
(schools, mosque,
market…)
• “Hardcore Poor”
also given improved
latrines

COST STRUCTURE

REVENUE STREAMS

• BRAC covered 90% of the capital & investment costs
• Occasional maintenance
" Electrician has had to come from Dhaka twice (for 3 days)
• Caretaker Salary (4000 Tk/month)
• 10000 Tk/month for electricity

• Regular Price: 1 tap – 80 Tk/month; 2 taps 120 Tk/month
• 5 houses, the high school and college have two taps
• The initial 10% of the capital that they community was
responsible for was raised by each family, with the
exception of the very poor, paying 1200 Tk. This money
was not actually used for the construction, but put into a
maintenance fund

Jahangirnagar University Officer + Staff Housing Society
KEY PARTNERS

KEY ACTIVITIES

• JICA (financing)
• Grameen Shakti
(technical,
managerial)
• Housing Society and
University
Administration

• Collection and
sorting of waste
• Anaerobic Digester
management
• Biogas generation &
distribution

KEY RESOURCES

• Waste streams
• Digesters
• Collection Bicycles
(4)
• Distribution
Infrastructure

COST STRUCTURE

• Capital costs paid for by JICA
• Grameen Shakti pays for manager
• Salary for 12 employees

VALUE PROPOSITION

Savar City

CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIPS

• Accessibility,
• Automatic Service for
Convenience, and
collection
Status
• Personal assistance
" Clean cooking fuel
for line repair and
delivered directly to
purchasing biogas
the stove
accessories
" Pride that Waste
• Co-creation: waste
Management is
needed for biogas
“being done
generation
properly”
CHANNELS

CUSTOMER
SEGEMENTS

• Households who
have waste collected
(~200)
• Households who
receive biogas (12,
but expanding to 30
and 70, within one
and two months,
respectively)

• University & HS
decide who gets
connected and
delivery service
• Monthly payments
made via bank
transfer
• Waste collectors

Waste collected
(200)
Receive
gas (12)

REVENUE STREAMS

• Garbage collection (120 Tk/month/household)
• Biogas Connection (500 Tk/month)
• Recycling recovered paper (trial/occasionally): 2 months of
rough paper brought in 1200 Tk
• May sell slurry as fertilizer in future
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Palli Bidyut Samity - Comilla
KEY PARTNERS

KEY ACTIVITIES

• Rural Electrification
Board (REB)
• Bangladesh Rural
Development Board
• Bangladesh
Agricultural
Development Board
• Krishi Bank (agri
bank for irrigation
loans)
• Department of
Cooperatives

Comilla
VALUE PROPOSITION

• Providing access to
• Accessibility,
electricity
Convenience, and
risk reduction of grid
• Billing
electricity access
• Maintenance/repairs

KEY RESOURCES

• Infrastructure
• National Grid supply
• Monopoly

• Economic Potential:
new businesses
have been created
and/or expanded
because of the
availability of
electricity: rice mills,
saw mills, poultry
farms, fisheries

COST STRUCTURE

CUSTOMER
SEGEMENTS

• Personal assistance
for reporting
problems –
maintenance should
be completed in 24
hours
• Facilitate loans for
irrigation

• 38000 customers
" Residential
" Industrial
" Commercial
" Agricultural (for
irrigation during dry
season)

CHANNELS

• Motivation meetings
• Monthly public
hearings
• Meter readers/bill
collectors
• Notices for proper
use guidelines
REVENUE STREAMS

• Electricity bought in bulk from National Grid, but there is

never enough to satisfy demand
• 30 year loan form REB to build infrastructure ! currently
behind on payments (don’t know when it will be paid off)
• 1.3 Million Tk/month salaries
• Administrative salaries paid by government (through REB)

• Price/kWh based on consumption (more = higher price)
• Pcommercial>Pindustrial>Presidential>Pirrigation
• 20 Tk membership fee (not currently allowed to create new
connections
• Connection and disconnection fees
• Meter rent

MilkVita Factory

Bagbari, Rajshahi Division

KEY PARTNERS

KEY ACTIVITIES

• Primary Societies
(675 in Bagbari)
• Marketing Division
(in Dhaka)
• Distribution Agents

• Milk Collection,
Processing, shipping
• Veterinary Services
• Selling feed at no
profit

KEY RESOURCES

• Dairy Shed (30 km
radius)
• Factory Equipment
• Transportation
Network

VALUE PROPOSITION

• Convenience &
Brand Power
• Value added
products: Ghee,
butter, powdered
milk, curds
• Risk Reduction/
Security: MV will
always buy,
whereas other
companies will
leave the market
when prices drop
• Accessibility: Cow
Loans

COST STRUCTURE
•
•
•
•

CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIPS

Pay for milk based on fat content
Milk transport price determined by the amount
70% government owned
Veterinary Services (10+ in the field every day) ! Facing a
shortage

CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIPS

• Self service for diary
consumers
• Personal Veterinary
Assistance
• Community/Cocreation: profit
sharing & PS targets
CHANNELS

• Factory Division
(collection and
processing)
• Society Division
(Veterinary Corps)
• Advertisements

CUSTOMER
SEGEMENTS

• Dairy product
Consumers
• Coop members (they
consume MV
services)
• Families of
employees (school
and other benefits
on company site)

REVENUE STREAMS

• Income from selling processed goods in urban and rural
markets
• Sold by distribution agents who earn commission, but
have to sell at the price set by the government
• 5% service fee on Cow Loans
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Private:)Poultry)Farm)with)Biogas)

)
Cooperative:)Rural)Grid)Electrification)

!

!
!

Appendix E: Transaction Flow Charts

Dairy)Cooperative:)Secondary)Society)

!

!

Dairy)Cooperative:)Secondary)Society)

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
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Community:)Water)Treatment)and)Distribution)

!

!

Community:)Solid)Waste)Management)

!

!

!
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POULTRY!DROPPINGS!
+"
Strengths"

!

Internal"

•

•
•

#"
Weaknesses"

!
Consumption!of!poultry!
products!is!growing!in!
Bangladesh!
Droppings!must!be!disposed!of!
anyway!
Cage/housing!for!layers!is!
conducive!to!dung!collection!
!

•
•

Opportunities"

Threats"

!

External"

•
•
•

!
Caustic!pH!can!disturb!
reactions!and!microbes!
Poultry!litter!from!broilers!is!
not!suitable!

Many!midLsized!farms!
Farms!are!often!clustered!
together!
Poultry!can!be!raised!in!more!
densely!populated!areas!=>!
easier!collection!
!

•
•

!
Avian"Influenza"–"no"birds"="
no"feedstock"
The!clustering!of!farms!could!
lead!to!overlapping!gas!
markets!

KITCHEN!WASTE!
+"
Strengths"

Internal"

!

•
•
•

!
Plentiful!
Available!in!population!
centers!
Jobs!for!collectors/separators!

#"
Weaknesses"
•
•

Opportunities"

Threats"

External"

!

!

•

•

Combine!with!Comprehensive!
solid!waste!management!
program!
A!sign!of!prestige!to!have!
garbage!collected!and!
properly!disposed!of!

!
Separation!is!important,!can!
mess!up!the!process!
Potentially!more!lignin!in!
feedstock!

•
•
•

!
Some!kitchen!wastes!used!as!
feed!for!family’s!chickens!
Compost!competitor!
Components!of!MSW!can!
hinder!reactions!
!
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COW!DUNG!
+"
Strengths"

Internal"

!

•
•

#"
Weaknesses"

!
Cows!produce!a!lot!of!dung!
Clustering!of!farms!could!
make!technology!
dissemination!easier!

•

•

External"

Opportunities"
•
•

!
Dairy!Farms!only!exist!in!
certain!parts!of!the!country,!
so!it!limits!the!market!
People!do!not!eat!much!beef;!
however,!milk!is!important!
!

Threats"

!
Biogas!is!a!cleaner!fuel!
than!cow!dung!!
Stoves!can!be!more!
efficient!

•

!
Some!competition!as!cow!
dung!is!already!used!as!a!
cooking!fuel,!but!it!must!be!
dried!first!

!
MIXED!FEEDSTOCK!
!

+"
Strengths"
Internal"

!

•
•

!
Redundancy!
Larger!feedstock!pool!=>!
Larger!digester!

#"
Weaknesses"
•
•

External"

Opportunities"

!
!

!

•
•

!
One!design!could!work!in!
multiple!regions!
Could!smooth!the!supply!
of!feedstock!though!
seasons!
!

!
Chemistry!and!reaction!is!more!
complicated!
Must!be!manually!cleaned!
!

Threats"
•

!
Greater!potential!to!fail!and!
become!a!huge!mess!

Appendix G: Sample Calculations
Sub-Appendix G1: CDM Calculation
Sub-Appendix G2: DALY Calculation

Sub-Appendix G1: CDM Calculation

Carbon  Credit  for  Mrs.  Kahn’s  Poultry  Farm

I.E. Switch from non-renewable biomass for thermal applications by the
user
Assuming that in the absence of the project activity, the baseline scenario would be the use of fossil fuels
for meeting similar thermal energy needs.
Accounts for fuel switching from non-renewable woody biomass for cooking to biogas.

Baseline

Gas

Non-renewable biomass for
cooking

Project
Emissions

Source

Emissions from fossil fuels
for cooking

𝐵𝑦 =   3.29  
𝑓

Included Justification

CO2

Yes

CH4

No

N2O

No

CO2

No

Not required by I.E

CH4

No

Not required by I.E

N2O

No

Not required by I.E

∙ 6  ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑠 = 19.74  

Main Emission

        (I. E  default  value)

= .83                    𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑠ℎ  𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡  𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒  (𝑆𝑂𝑈𝑅𝐶𝐸)

𝐸𝑅 =   19.74  
𝐸𝑅 =   20.05  

   ∙    .83   ∙   0.015  

   ∙ 81.6  

𝑡𝐶𝑂
𝑡𝐶𝑂
   ∙ 0.95 = 19.05  
  
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

∙ 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑎𝑔𝑒

Sub-Appendix G1: CDM Calculation

I.C. Thermal energy production with or without electricity
Gas

Included Justification

CO2

Yes

CH4

No

N2O

No

CO2

No

CH4

No

Emissions from electricity
generation

Project
Emissions

Baseline

Source

Emissions from biogas
production (leakage

Main Emission

Baseline emissions from electricity generation
Parameter

𝐵𝐸

Unit

𝑡𝐶𝑂
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

Description

The baseline emissions from electricity displaced by the project activity during the
year

Justification

𝐸𝐺
𝐵𝐸 = (

,

𝜂

) ∗ 𝐸𝐹

,

,

Value Applied

Calculated

Parameter

𝐸𝐺

Unit

𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

Description

The amount of electricity produced by the project activity during the year y

Justification

Generator rating * usage * working

,

7.5  𝑘𝑊   ∙ 10  
Value Applied

𝐸𝐺

,

ℎ𝑟
𝑑𝑎𝑦
∙ 365  
∗   90%  𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙
𝑑𝑎𝑦
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

= 24637.5  

𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

Sub-Appendix G1: CDM Calculation
Parameter

𝜂

Unit

𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

Description

The efficiency of the plant using fossil fuel that would have been used in the absence
of the project activity

Justification

40% is within range of diesel generator efficiency

Value Applied

.4

Parameter

𝐸𝐹

Unit

𝑘𝑔  𝐺𝐻𝐺
𝑇𝐽

Description

TheCO2 emission factor of the fossil fuel that would have been used in the baseline
plant obtained from reliable local or national data if available; alternatively, IPCC
default emission factors can be used.

Justification

2006 IPCC default value from Table 2.5 Energy - Stationary Sources Residential and
Agricultural.

Value Applied

74.100

𝐵𝐸 =

,

𝑘𝑊ℎ
24637.5   𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

= 16.42  

0.4
  𝑡𝐶𝑂
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

,

  

∗ 74.10

  𝑡𝐶𝑂
𝑇𝐽
𝐺
∙ 3.6
∙
  
𝑇𝐽
𝐺𝑊ℎ 10   𝑘

Sub-Appendix G1: CDM Calculation

III.AO. Methane recovery through controlled anaerobic digestion
Project Emissions

PEy = Project activity emissions in the year y (tCO2e)
PEtransp,y= Emissions from incremental transportation in the year y (tCO2e)
► Value = 0, all transportation done by hand
PEpower,y= Emissions from electricity or fossil fuel consumption in the year y (tCO2e)
► Value = 0, no fossil fuel or electricity consumption (no pump or mixer)
PEres waste,y= In case residual wastes are subjected to anaerobic storage, or disposed in a landfill: methane
emissions from storage/disposal/treatment of waste (tCO2e)
► Value = 0, this is omitted because digestate is disposed of in the same manner that the
original biomass would have been; therefore, no extra methane is generated with regard to the
baseline scenario. This is conservative.
PEphy leakage,y= Methane emissions from physical leakages of the anaerobic digester in year y (tCO2e)
Parameter
Unit
Description
Justification

𝑃𝐸   
,
  𝑡𝐶𝑂
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
Methane emissions from physical leakages of the anaerobic digester in year y

Value Applied

𝑃𝐸   
Calculated

Parameter

𝑄

Unit
Description
Justification

𝑚 /𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
Methane emission flow rate

Value Applied

𝑄
=𝑄
Calculated

,

=𝑄

∙𝑓

∙ 𝐸𝐹

∙𝜌

∙ 𝐺𝑊𝑃

Sub-Appendix G1: CDM Calculation
Parameter

𝑄

Unit
Description
Justification

𝑚 /𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
Biogas emission flow rate

Value Applied

𝑚   𝑔𝑎𝑠
𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠
∙ 12  𝑚   𝑑𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟   ∙ 365  
𝑚   𝑑𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 ∙ 𝑑𝑎𝑦
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
Equation found in AMS-I.I.
  569.4    𝑚 /𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

Parameter

𝑓

Unit
Description
Justification
Value Applied

𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
%-mass CH4 in biogas
Middle of the 50-70% range.
  0.6

Parameter

𝜌
𝑘𝑔  𝐶𝐻
𝑁𝑚 𝐶𝐻
%-mass CH4 in biogas
Middle of the 50-70% range.
  0.67

Unit
Description
Justification
Value Applied

𝑄

=𝑄
= 569.4  

. 13  

∙𝑓

∙𝜌

𝑚
𝑘𝑔  𝐶𝐻
𝑘𝑔  𝐶𝐻
∙   0.6 ∙ 0.67  
= 228.9  
  
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
𝑁𝑚 𝐶𝐻
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

Parameter

𝐸𝐹

Unit
Description
Justification

𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

Value Applied

0  .10

Parameter

𝐺𝑊𝑃

Unit
Description
Justification
Value Applied

Relative global warming potential of methane on 20 year time horizon
IPCC 2006 value
21

Value for digesters with unlined concrete/ferrocement/brick masonry arched type gas
holding section; monolithic fixed dome digesters, covered anaerobic lagoon according
to Methodological Tool “Project and leakage emissions from anaerobic digesters”

Sub-Appendix G1: CDM Calculation

𝑃𝐸

  

,

=𝑄

∙ 𝐸𝐹

= 228.9  
= 0.48  

∙ 𝐺𝑊𝑃

𝑘𝑔  𝐶𝐻
𝑡𝐶𝑂 𝑒
∙ 0.1   ∙ 21
∙    10
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
𝑡𝐶𝐻

𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒
𝑘𝑔

𝑡𝐶𝑂 𝑒
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

PEflaring,y = Methane emissions due to incomplete flaring in year y as per the Tool to determine project
emissions from flaring gases containing methane (tCO2e)
► Value = 0, No flaring. Excess gas is released to atmosphere, which is accounted for in
PEphyleakage,y
𝑃𝐸, = 0 + 0 + 0 + .48 + 0
Total Annual Emissions Reduction
𝐸𝑅

,

= 𝐸𝑅

, .

+ 𝐵𝐸

, .

− 𝑃𝐸

,

.

=   19.05  𝑡𝐶𝑂 𝑒   +   16.43  𝑡𝐶𝑂 𝑒     − .48  𝑡𝐶𝑂 𝑒  
=   35  𝑡𝐶𝑂 𝑒

Sub-Appendix G2: DALY Calculation

DALY avoided for Dewan Poultry
Bangladesh has 8/1000 DALY per capita lost to indoor air pollution and 89% of the population uses
solid fuels. (WHO Department of Public Health & Environment, 2009)
24 people transition from being in an environment where solid fuels are used.
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠

𝐴𝑙𝑙  𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑖
1000  
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠
=   
=   0.009    
𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑  𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙  𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 ∙ 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑  𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙  𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠
. 89
𝐴𝑙𝑙  𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑖
8

𝐷𝐴𝐿𝑌

𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠  𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑  𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑦 = 𝐷𝐴𝐿𝑌
𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠  𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑  𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑦 =   0.009    

𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠

∙ 𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙  𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑
𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑  𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙  𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 ∙ 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 ∙ 24  𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑  𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙  𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟

𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠  𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑  𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑦 =   0.216  

𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠

𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

Arsenic DALY Calculations were completed in a similar manner using data from Lokuge et al.

